New Roles for New Times
*PDIG November Forum*

*Thursday 23 November 2017*

**9.30 - 10.00**  Welcome & introduction – Julia Leong

**10.00 – 10.35**  Andrew Williams - Senior Coordinator, Research Data, La Trobe  
                      Rebecca Rata - Digitization Librarian, RMIT

**10.35 – 10.55**  MORNING TEA

**10.55 – 11.35**  Jen Eddy - Collection Profiling Librarian, University of Melbourne  
                      Vernon Fowler - User Experience (UX) Specialist, Deakin

**11.35 – 11.55**  Discussion, questions, wrap-up – Adrian Gallagher

#PDIGNewRoles  @cavaledu
CAVAL Competencies for Academic and Research Librarians

http://bit.ly/2mNRysi

#CAVALcompetencies

http://members.caval.edu.au/member-committees/members-pdig

#PDIGNewRoles  @cavaledu
New Roles for New Times
_The Future of Work_

Amazon Go digital retail transformation
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrmMk1Myrxc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrmMk1Myrxc)

What does the Workplace of the Future look like?
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HPedKi-5k6o](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HPedKi-5k6o)
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New Roles for New Times

*PDIG November Forum*

What skills/capabilities might you need to develop for emerging library roles?

https://answergarden.ch/594834
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